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ABSTRACT 1@ BACKGROUND

An energy conservation study of residential
fuel oil savings obtained by the refit of ex
isting boilers and furnaces was made by a
one-year field test of 250 detached houses in
a 5500 annual heating degree day climate~

Retention-head burners properly installed on
boilers produced savings of 19%; the addition
of vent dampers or boiler temperature pro
grammers to these systems yielded little in
crease in savings ~ With boilers using con
ventional burners, a controls package con
sisting of a double setback clock thermostat
plus a boiler temperature programmer produced
fuel savings of 19% in homes unoccupied dur
ing the day 0 Wi th convent ional burne rs the
use of vent dampers, flue heat exchangers, or
double setback thermostats produced typical
savings of lO%~

Retention-head burners yielded 11% fuel sav
ings with furnaces 0 The addition of vent
dampers produced no further savings~

This evaluation (REFOIL) of refit equipment
for residential oil burners supported the
multi-state Fuel Oil Conservation Marketing
Program of the UoS~ Department of Energy
(DOE) (1)0 Its purpose was to provide an un
biased assessment of the relative performance
of several classes of equipment offered com
mercially for the improvement of residential
oil burner efficiencye

The monitoring of oil-heated buildings must
consider the several situations commonly
encountered with oil heat:

o hydronic systems in which both space heat
and domestic hot water are delivered by
one boiler on demand all year round;

o hydronic systems in which space heat and
domes tic hot water are delivered by sepa
rate boilers; only one of two boilers
then operates in the summer;

o warm-air systems in houses whose domestic
hot water is heated by another fuel; and

The firs t and third of these cases are cov
ered by this report 0 In both cases a correc
tion must be applied to compensate for weath
er variables; in the first case an additional
correction for domestic water heating use
must be accommodated by the analysis",

Unlike utility fuel deliveries, fuel oil is
delivered in varying quantities at irregular
intervals $ A typical schedule in a small
house having a 275-gallon storage tank would
be camp rised of seven deli ve ri es per year of
100 to 200 gallons each, at intervals of
from three weeks in January to three months
over the summer 0 Anniversary delivery dates
are not generally observed, so the analysis
must compensate for the varying periods of
time covered\!>

in houses whose hot
by an oil-fired water

systems
heated

warm-air
water is
heater",

o

out under the auspices of
the United States Department of Energy under
Contract No~ DE-AC02-76CH00016@

For use in this project, a low-cost method of
calculating the annual fuel use in a building
was developed that corrected for annual
weather changes and for fuel use in heating
domestic hot water~ The data required were
daily mean temperatures and fuel delivery
dates and quantities; no instrumentation was
installed in the buildings~
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Testing of refit equipment has increased
since 1973 as a result of the severe economic
impact of the rapid rise in cos t of No,. 2
fuel oi10 In addition to the many proprie
tary tests by manufacturers of burners, boil
ers (i&e& hot-water systems), furnaces (i0e&
warm-air systems), and controls, the u.s. DOE
has supported a series of laboratory tests by
Krajewski (5), McDonald (4,7), Batey (3,6) et
al. at Brookhaven National Laboratory (BNL)o
Private testing of boilers has been done by
the Hydronic Institute (9)0 Field testing of
domes tic hydronic systems has been done by
Katzman (8) in collaboration with the Nation
al Bureau of Standards. The DOE Office of
Building and Community Systems and the Office
of Weatherization Assistance Programs com
pleted a field test (10) of retention-head
burners to demonstrate the feasibility and
cost effectiveness of using energy assistance
monies to pay for furnace retrofits.

Field testing and laboratory testing of heat
ing equipment supplement one another: labo
ratory tes ting yields precise results under
closely controlled conditions; field testing
is a much closer approximation to actual ser
vice conditions 0 Field testing gains in
realism what it gives up in precision, and it
also validates laboratory testing~ In addi
tion to measuring fuel savings, field tests
assess the effects of installation proce
dures, identify installation and service pro
blems, and reflect the level of homeowner
competence and involvement in energy conser
vation~

This field test also traced the changes in
consumption patterns over three consecutive
heating seasons in a period of rapid price
increasese

The purposes of the REFOIL program were to
measure the fuel savings of several refit
options and combinations of options being
widely merchandised to retail fuel oil deal
ers, and to identify service problems asso
ciated with their use The results were to
be used in guiding the selection of equipment
used in the multi-state Fuel Oil Conservation
Marketing Program~

Secondary objectives of REFOIL were:

o to a low-cost method of evaluating
the fuel consumption of a given building
without the expense of instrumentation and
without repeated intrusions into the
buildings,
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o to examine the variation in fuel savings
of a given type of equipment over a number
of similar houses,

o to examine the change in fuel consumption
of a set of houses during rapid price in
creases,

o to validate the laboratory tes ts done at
BNL, and

o to provide the public with realistic
estimates of fuel savings produced by
commercially available equipment@

3 & PROCEDURE

The REFOIL field test procedure involved the
installation of the energy conservative
equipment under test in a oomber of homes
whose fuel delivery history over the past
several years was known, moni toring fuel use
for a year after installation, and comparing
fuel use after installation, corrected for
weather differences, i~e&, daily mean temper
ature as expressed in heating degree days,
with fuel use in previous years 9 The tests
on hydronic equipment were done in houses of
known design, construction, and number' of
occupants located in a single tract ~ Tes ts
on warm-air equipment were done in randomly
selected houses using oil warm-air heat~ All
tests were done in owner-occupied houses
where no changes affecting fuel use were made
within a year prior to or following the in
stallation dates&

The selection of equipment and their combina
tions has been reported in detail by Hoppe et
al~ (2) and is briefly reviewed here~ The
testing of new designs of high-efficiency
boilers and furnaces was addressed by other
programs and, therefore, was not covered by
REFOIL~ The combinations in which the equip
ment was installed are shown in Table II~

The "routine ins ta11ation II of a retention
head burner noted in the table refers to the
common commercial practice of minimum main
tenance, whereas the "optimized installation"
refers to a full maintenance installatione

o Retention-head burner--a widely used high
efficiency replacement burner generating
an intensely mixed stable flame with mini
mum excess combustion air and restricted
off-cycle air flow~

o Vent damper--an automatic damper in the
flue that closes three minutes after fir
ing stops and opens when firing begins,
thus reducing off-cycle losses in boilerse

o Boiler temperature programmer--a control
device that modulates boiler water temper
ature to match the loade



o Flue heat exchanger--a flue gas-to-boiler
water heat exchanger mounted in the flue@

o Double setback thermostats--an owner-oper
ated control permitting separate day and
night setback of room temperature, typi
cally from 68 of to 55 of $ Ins taIled only
in houses unoccupied during the work day0

The general criteria for test houses were
that they be readily accessible single-family
homes typical of the mass housing market,
utilize oil fuel for space heating, be locat
ed near a meteorological station, and be lo
cated in an area utilizing oil heat inten
sively and having an average of at least 5000
heating degree days per year~ For expediency
all houses selected were located in Suffolk
County, Long Island, New York, were owner-oc
cupied, and were serviced by a single oil
dealer who operated a large installation and
maintenance department~

Suffolk County has a moderate marine climate
averaging about 5500 heating degree days per
year~

Tests on boilers were made in 199 houses in a
single housing tract ~ All houses were con
structed between 1965 and 1967 in seven mod
els ranging from 1 ,560 to 2,530 square feet
in size, having design heating loads of
42,000 to 53,000 Btu per hour, and being of
one- and two-story traditional designs0 Con
struction was conventional frame, slab on
grade~ with R-11 wall and ceiling insula
tion» Foundation insulation and storm win
dows and doors were used$ Distribution of
heat was through perimeter loops with £in
tube baseboard units0 The boilers used tank
less coils for heating domestic water and
initially were equipped with conventional
burners@

House thermostat settings were left to the
discretion of homeowners'll

Furnace tests were run on homes scattered
around Suffolk County, New York, and of vary
ing construction0 All were owner occupied
and oil heated0 They did not use oil-fired
water heaters and initially used conventional
burners except where vent dampers were in
stalled~ In these cases retention-head burn
ers had been ins taIled by others two or more
years prior to testing@

Field testing of boiler equipment was done in
a single tract of over 1,000 homes~ Letters
were sent to each household requesting infor
mation to aid in the selection of field test
participants$ were received from
over 800 homes $ It was found that one oil
dealer supplied over half the houses in the
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tract and had an adequate service departmente

As a result, all installations and monitoring
were done by him under contract to BNLo Re
sponsive homeowners using the chosen oil
dealer were screened: nonowners, owners with
less than 18 months occupancy, and owners who
had made substantial house modifications
(eGg'll, wood and coal stoves, solar heating
systems) were eliminated'll Recipients of the
equipment discussed in Section 3 were Chosen
at random from the remainder'll The selected
recipients then signed agreements with the
oil dealer allowing access to the house, in
s tallation of the equipment, and rroni toring
of fuel delivery data0 The homeowners agreed
to make no changes for the one-year duration
of the experiment and in return were given
free service and the option of either having
the house restored to its original condition
or taking title to the equipment at the con
clusion of the experimente

Generic specifications of equipment installed
were made by BNL'll Selection of specific mod
els was delegated to the oil dealer$

Oil-fired furnaces were more difficult to
find locallye The same oil dealer was able
to locate 50 scattered houses that were owner
occupied, did not use oil for domestic water
heating, and relied solely on oil for space
heatingao Agreements as previously described
were made with these homeownerse

Installations were made in the spring and
summer of 1980, and monitoring continued un
til the fall of 19810 Fuel delivery data
were obtained for 1978 through 1981& Records
were kept of service calls and complaints$

The analytical method used in the BNL field
test is cons trained by the overall thrust of
the project: no instrumentation in test
homes, commercial rather than laboratory
standards of installation, maintenance, and
fuel and accommodation to the wide
range of behavior expected of homeowners$ An
additional problem is the use in the houses
chosen for the boiler tes ts of oil for both
space heating and domestic water heating'll
The former load is highly dependent on weath
er conditions, .while water heating tends to
be uniform all year 0 However, the fuel use
is highly nonlinear to DHW use because of the
very low burner fractional on-time (and effi
ciency) in the summer as compared to the
heating season0

It is also desirable to use a method related
to the current commercial practice to aid in
transfer of the technology to industry~



SAVINGS ::

I

~ INSTALLATION DATE
F1

COMBINED HEATING DAYS

Figure I", Calculation of Fuel Savings~

TABLE 1. CORRECTION FOR DOMESTIC
WATER HEATING

Common statistical practice is followed in
analyzing such datal') In characterizing cen
tral tendencies, both arithmetic mean and me
dian are givene The use of the median as the
"typical savings U is suggested for use in
consumer information because of its insensi
tivity to outliers I/O In characterizing the
spread of the findings, the range and the 95%

The purpose of the field test is to provide
quantitative estimates of typical fuel sav
ings and of the range of savings obtained by
refitting certain options to existing resi
dential oil burners 0 The sizes of test sam
ples are from 17 to 28 houses~ The effect of
extraneous variables in field tests is ex
pected to be large, yielding a broad range of
savings @ Very high and low outlying values
of savings occur repeatedly and in all proba
bility represent cases where occupant behav
ior distorts fuel use", However, physical
reasons justifying the discard of such values
are not known@

Correction
6 HOD
5
4
3
2
a

Daily Mean Temperature, of
greater than 61

58 to 61
54 to 57
50 to 53
46 to 49

less than 46

The use of ucombined heating degree days U

rather than heating days accommodates
an allowance for domestic hot water III It is

used by oil distributors to calcu
dates for houses with tankless

Combined heating degree days are cal
culated from the daily mean temperature by
adding the correction shown in Table 1 to the
heating degree days (base 65°F)",

The method of calculation characterizes the
fuel consumption of each house over periods
of about one year before and after the refi t
equipment is installed", A plot of fuel con
sumed versus cumulative combined heating de
gree days is typically linear, as shown in
Figure 1, with a correlation coefficient
greater than 0",950 The concept is validated
by a study of fuel use at a single, well-un
derstood house and by a study of 22 houses in
one sample which were refitted with reten
tion-head burners", For the single house the
plot of fuel use versus heating degree days
over several years yielded a correlation co
efficient of 0099~ Of the 22 house sample,
20 had correlation coefficients greater that
0098 and only 1 less than O~90~ The fuel use
in gallons per heating degree day is given by
the slope of the regression line,., The sav
ings are then given by the change in slope
divided by the original slope as illustrated
in Figure Ie A sample calculation is given
in the appendix",
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confidence interval are given 41 The latter
values are preferred because they reduce the
effects of outliers 0 The t-distribution
rather than a normal distribution is used be
cause of the small sample sizes /II The t-dis
tribution and its 95% confidence limits are
used not only for analysis of data within
samples and combined groups but also in cal
culating the significance of differences
between sample means41

404 Data Processing

The data base management system selected for
the proj ect is the hierarchial case-oriented
Scientific Information Retrieval system
(available from SIR, Inee, P e O. Box 1404,
Evanston, Illinois 60204). It is linked in
the CDC 6600 computer in the BNL Computer
Center to the Statistical Package for the
Social Sciences (SPSS Inco, Suite 3300, 444
North Michigan Aveo, Chicago, Illinois
60611)~ Interactive software for the weather
and fuel delivery data inputs was prepared in
the Applied Mathematics Department, BNLe

The SIR data base provides several levels of
security to protect its integrity and the
privacy of homeowners, and to permi t read
only access by possible alternate users of
the system. It is also nationally available
in format compatible with several widely used
computing systemse

Sources of error are extrinsic in the acqui
sition of fuel delivery data and in the ap
plication of BNL meterological data to a site
12 miles distant, and intrinsic in the algo
rithm used to calculate the rate of fuel use0

Fuel data are obtained from a single
fuel dealer. The volume delivered is mea-
sured by state-certified meters accurate to
within less than one gallon. Underfills of
up to 20 gallons are common, but that value
is only about 2% of typical annual usagee
Overfills are small and rare because of con
sumer reactione An occasional partial fill
may be made as a tank truck is emptied. Such
an error is significant only if it is the
first or last delivery of the test period.
In such a case, it would significantly lower
the correlation coefficient of the regression
line, which has not occurred. We conclude
that fuel delivery errors are insignificant 0

data are taken at BNL by its
Officee Instrumentation is trace

able to the National Bureau of Standards ll<

Its application to a site 12 miles away may
introduce a slight error, but an examination
of regional data over several years indicates
that the magnitude of such an error is pro
bably less than 3% and would tend to cancel
out over the time periods involved 0 ASHRAE
investigations have shown little error
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deriving from use of an average of maximum
and minimum daily temperatures as compared to
a true mean in calculating heating degree
days.

The inaccuracy intrinsic in the algorithm ap
pears to be the mos t significant source of
erroro The excellent correlation of fuel use
to combined heating degree days is consonant
with a small rather than large error e Sea
sonal effects are known to exist; they are
minimized by selecting equivalent time peri
ods before and after equipment installation.
Additional investigation of improved algo
rithms is needed~ Effects of wind, insola
tion, and breakeven building temperatures to
replace the 6SoF value should be investi
gated.

Consideration was given to the use of a com
mercially available heating degree day meter
which senses temperature, wind, and insola
tion effects, but it was not used because of
its proprietary nature and a lack of experi
ence in its use. The concept appeared useful
in obtaining a more precise characterization
of heating loadse

Fuel savings obtained from the tests of boil
er and furnace refit equipment and combina
tions of equipment are summarized in Table
2, from which the principal conclusions of
this study are drawn. The typical values
shown are medians; the maxima and minima are
the 95% confidence limits.

o The retention-head
burner as shown for boilers and
for furnaces is the benchmark of this studY0
It shows typical savings of 18% with a narrow
range of 16% to 22% for boilers, and a typ
ical savings of 11% on furnaces wi th a range
from 0% to 15% f9 The optimization procedure
as descri bed in Section 38>1 increases fuel
savings by 6%19 Subsequent discussion in this
report is based on the optimized ins talla
tionlil It should be noted that some savings
are obtainable by downfiring, cleaning the
heat exchanger, and repairing insulation
alonee Savings with furnaces are lower than
those with boilers becau,se the low thermal
mass of furnaces and their purging mode of
operation reduces their stack and jacket
losses while not firinge

o Boiler Temperature Programmer. The RTP
performance is shown with a retention-head
burner and with a double setback thermostat 0
With the retention-head burner the BTP pro
duced no significant reduction in fuel use '"
After inspecting several of such installa
tions, the manufacturer of the BTP stated
that the boiler temperature sensor mounted on



TABLE 2. SUMMARY OF FUEL SAVINGS

Percentage Savings

Description of Refit

Retention Head-Burner Alone
with Routine Installation
with Optimized Installation

Optimized Retention Head
Burner In Combination with Either

Boiler Temperature Programmer
or Vent Damper1

Conventional Burner Refitted with
Vent Damper

or Flue Heat Exchanger
or Double Setback Thermostat
or Double Setback Thermostat

plus Boiler Temperature
Programmer

Boiler Furnace

Min. Typical Max. Min. Typical Max $

7 12 15
16 18 22 0 11 15

15 21 24
16 20 27 0 11 20

6 9 23
4 10 17
4 11 14

10 19 32

I Vent dampers installed in houses which had been equipped with a
retention head burner at least one year earlier~

the supply pipe (i .e~, boiler-to-Ioad pipe)
was too far from the boiler, thus reducing
the performance of the unit. With the double
setback thermostat and a conventional burner
the BTP produced high savings of 19%, an in
crease of 8% from the savings produced by the
double setback thermostat alone 0 The cold
start option of the BTP as described in Sec
tion 3~4 was not tested in REFOIL because the
boilers used were susceptible to leaks at the
domestic water heating coil gaskets if re
peatedly thermally cycled to low tempera
tureS0

Vent damper performance on
with a retention-head burner

and with a conventional burnere The addition
of a vent damper to a retention-head burner
increased typical savings by only 2%0 Adding
a vent damper to a conventional burner pro
duced typical savings of 9%, while replacing
the conventional burner with a retention-head
burner (optimized refit) produced savings of
18%0 The vent damper is then unattractive as
a refit option in oil-fired hydronic systems
where a retention-head burner can be in
stalled, unless the vent damper is apprecia
bly cheaper than the burner.

Vent damper performance on furnaces with re
tention-head burners is also shown in Table
2~ No additional savings were observed com

pared to the retention-head burner alone 0

The somewhat poorer performance of the vent
damper retention-head burner combination as
compared to the retention-head burner alone
is not significant 0 The reten
tion-head burner is clearly the preferred
option of the two in furnaces compatible with
its use~
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o Flue Heat Exchanger~ Flue heat exchangers
were tested only in boilers fitted with con
ventional burners, yielding typical savings
of 10%~ The savings are thus about half
those obtained from the less expensive reten
tion-head burner@ The heavy accumulation of
soot observed at the end of the one-year test
indicates that frequent cleaning may yield
higher fuel savings but at considerably in
creased maintenance costs @ Retention-head
burners should produce less sootinglfl The
conventional burners used in the test were
tuned to Bacharach Smoke Numbers no greater
than 1 at the time of installing the flue
heat exchanger~

Since the boiler heat exchanger and the flue
heat exchanger perform the same function, the
performance of the flue heat exchanger is in
versely related to the efficiency of the
boiler itself @ Any tes t results then are
highly sensitive to the specific boiler used,
and extrapolation to other models is not
justified. Nevertheless, it appears that the
gas-to-liquid stack heat exchanger with its
high price and high maintenance cost is of
limited utility in fuel oil conservationlfl
The possibility of corrosion of exchanger and
of chimney caused by the flue heat exchanger
is an added deterrente

o Double Setback Thermostat e The double
setback thermostat was tested only with con
ventional burners in houses unoccupied by
day 0 The typical savings of 11% shown com
pare to savings quoted by Batey (11) of 12%
for a single eight hour 100 setback and 23%
for two such setbacks daily III The savings
are, of course ~ entirely dependent on occu
pant behavior, and in this test many



Group
Number

BOILERS
7
8

2

3

5
4

6

TABLE 3. TIME TO PAYBACK RANKING OF DEVICES
Payback Time

in Months
Typical Fuel Purchase Small Large

Description Savings % Price $ House House

Double Setback Thermostat* 11 80 9 9
Double Setback Thermostat
Plus Boiler Temperature
Programmer* 19 395 19 1105
Retention-Head Burner,
Optimum Installation 18 410 21 10
Retention-Head Burner,
Routine Installation 12 325 25 13
Retention-Head Burner Plus
Boiler Temperature Programmer 21 678 30 15
Vent Damper 9 295 30 15
Retention-Head Burner Plus
Vent Damper 20 703 32 16
Flue Heat Exchanger 10 520 48 24

FURNACES
9 Retention-Head Burner,

Optimum Installation 11 410 34 17
10 Retention-Head Burner,

Optimum Installation, With
Vent Dampers 11 703 59 29

The small house is assumed to have a single heating zone and to consume 1000
gallons per year of oil~ The large house is assumed to have two heating zones
and to consume 2000 gallons per year of oi10

The price of oil is assumed to be $1~30 per gallone

* Installed in houses unoccupied during the day0

occupants had previously lowered settings and
manually obtained day and night setback,
thereby reducing the savings opportunity of
the new thermostat~

The double setback thermostat used with a
boiler temperature programmer comprised an
effective controls package with typical sav
ings of 19% e The two devices appear to work
synergistically, with the thermostat reducing
the heating load and the boiler temperature
programmer modulating boiler response to that
reduced load~ These two controls plus a re
tention-head burner offer a package of high
potential in the marketing of energy conser
vative equipment0

No verifiable problems were encountered with
retention-head burners, vent dampers, or
double setback thermostats $ The manufacturer
of the boiler temperature programmer inspec
ted several installations and reported an im
proper sensor 10cation0 The flue gas heat
exchangers were badly clogged with soot after
one year of service, leading to reduced effi
ciency and higher maintenance costS0
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The simple payback times of the various
groups of equipment tested are given in Table
3 ~ The calculations are based upon the
1981 retail prices of the equipment as shown
and a retail fuel oil price of $le30 per gal
lon~ These calculations do not account for
maintenance costs, which if considered would
extend the payback of the flue heat exchanger
substantially and the vent damper to some ex
tent 0 Illustrative payback times are given
for a smaller single-zone house using 1 ,000
gallons of oil per year and a larger two-zone
house using 2 ,000 gallons per year 0 Actual
payback in any house will depend on the
house, on the climate, and on the behavior of
the occupant~

The rankings are based entirely on time to
payback; consideration of both time to pay
back and fuel savings would rank the reten
tion-head burner (optimized installation) as
the option of first choice~ The long payback
time of the retention-head burner furnace re
fit suggests that the proper focus for oil
burner conservation programs is on boilers
rather than furnaces 0 The high ranking of
Groups 2 and 8 and the complementary rather
than duplicative nature of the fuel-saving



mechanisms of the retention-head burner,
boiler temperature programmer, and double
setback thermostat suggest that such a com
bination can be successfully marketed, per
haps with installation of baffles~ Such a
combination should show savings above 30% at
a 1981 cost of about $800~

10
1977-78

8 33 %

6 27 %

4 20 %

X= 17 0/0

2 3.3 0/0
1067

The effect of oil price increases on fuel use
was examined in 30 houses (see Appendix,
Table A-2) in a single tract, all of the same
model and occupied by two personse The mean
fuel savings of 126 gallons per year or 12%
in 1978-79 (as compared to 1977-78) and of 40
gallons per year saved or 3% in 1979-80 (as
compared to 1978-79) are shown in Figure 2
and Table 4~ The savings are normalized to
an average weather year~ Fuel oil prices in
the three heating seasons increased from $~50

to $.52 per gallon, $~53 to $~64, and $$82 to
$1~OO respectively~ Thus, voluntary fuel
conservation decreased even as the fuel price
rise accelerated~ The expected negative cor
relation of 1979-80 savings to 1978-79 sav
ings within each house was not found@

Figure 3@ Distribution of Fuel Use in 30
Identical Houses Over 3 Heating Seasons~
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It appears that the savings in fuel use de
creased sharply in the third year even though
the price increase in that year was greater@
Such a trend may be caused by limits set
no-cost energy conservation measures imple
mented by homeowners such as turning down
thermostatse Many persons will lower a ther
mostat setting from 72 to 66°F; very few will
tolerate an additional reduction to 60°F0

Figure 2~ Distribution of Fuel Savings in 30
Identical Houses Over 2 Consecutive Heating
SeasonsI!'

The distribution of savings over the 30 homes
is not at all uniforme The average savings
and their standard deviations are:

The distribution of annual fuel use corrected
for weather variables (heating degree days)
are given in Figure 3 for three successive

seasonSe

Time Periods
Compared

1978-79 VSe 1977-78
1979-80 VSe 1978-79 40 266

Thus the scatter is relatively high0
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The distribution of savings versus fuel con
sumption is similarly very broad, as shown in
Figure 30 The large number of houses showing
losses in the third year, compared to the
second, is indicative of the predominance of
random factorse Only 3 out of 30 showed such
losses in the second year, while 12 out of 29
did so in the thirde There is little corre
lation between savings in the second versus
those in the third year; i.e&, homeowners ap
parently are not reducing oil consumption
consistently, even though the opportunity for
them to do so is not exhaustede

The savings in the second year is significant
by the signs test at the 95% confidence lev
el; the third year savings are not signifi
cant at that level$

Pipeline gas is not available in the tract in
question, so conversion to gas is not a fac
tor in reducing fuel oil consumptione Elec
tric rates were high and rapidly rising dur
ing the period in question& Conversion to
electric heat is not a factore Unvented ker
osene heaters are extensively marketede They
and coal stoves are expected to displace fuel
oil to some extent in the 1980's0 Wood heat
is a minor factor in the area& Solar space
heating is not used; solar water heating sys
tems are scarce in spite of tax rebates*
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The sample calculation shown below is made
from the data in Table A-I typifying the per
formance of one house over a 12-month period~

The value sought is for fuel savings in the
1978-79 heating season as compared to 1977
78~ The periods are determined to be from
8/1/77 to 7/31/78 and from 9/1/78 to 8/31/79,
thus bracketing the retention-head burner in
stallation in August of 1978 ~ The perfor
rna nce of the house pri 0 r to ins t alIa t ion is
characterized by the slope of the regression
line:

y=mx+b
y = Oo186x - 225

where y fu~l used, gallons
x cumulative combined

heating degree days

i @ eo, the house uses 0 &186 gallons of oil per
heating degree day adjusted for domestic hot
water useo The constant b depends on the ar
bitrary choice of a starting date for the
cumulative heating degree days and is not of
interest0 The computer program used searches
out the delivery dates prior to the beginning
and end of the time period selected, ieee, it
starts with 5/1/77 and ends with 5/6/78. The
initial 150 gallon delivery is omitted since
it was not consumed in the specified periodlll
The use of the slope of the regression line
rather than simply the ratio of total fuel
deliveries to lapsed combined heating degree



days nun1m1zes the error due to changes in
the oil inventory held in the tank over the
time period examinede It is noted that this
slope corresponds to the reciprocal of the
"k" value used by oil dealers in scheduling
deliveries, but is averaged over several
deliveriese

A value of m2 of Oe155 is similarly found for
the 1978-79 period (not shown in Table A-l)0
The savings are then reported as

savings = 0~186 - 0&155
00186

16 ~ 7%

The rather abstract m is converted into
gallons of fuel used in a standard year at
the test site by multiplying by 7,243
combined heating degree days per standard
year~

In the furnace tests, heating degree days
(base 65°F) rather than combined heating
degree days are used since fuel oi 1 is not
used for domestic water heatingo
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TABLE A-I .. FUEL DELIVERY AND COMBINED HEATING DEGPillE DAYS

Oil Deliveries y x
Cumulative Cumulative Combined

Date Amount Deliveries Heating Degree Days

5/1/77 150 gal 1,260
9/14/77 200 200 gal 2,260
11/1/77 150 350 3,030
12/5/77 220 570 4,090
1/13/78 250 820 5,380
2/20/78 240 1,060 6,530
3/25/78 120 1,180 7,520
5/6/78 160 1,340 8,280
9/4/78 190 1,530 9,410

TABLE A-2" FUEL CONSERVATION OVER PERIODS OF OIL PRICE INCREASES

(1) (2) (3) (1)-(2) (2)-(3) (1)-(2) (2)-(3)
Case Adjusted Annual Fuel Use (1) (2)
No (!I Gallons Savings, Gale Savings, %

77-78 78-79 79-80 78-79 79-80
28 1,041 1 ,074 1,094 -302 =y:g--
31 855 855 895 0 -40 000 -407
34 815 769 597 46 172 5~7 202
37 862 775 742 86 33 10eO 403
60 1,147 974 988 172 -13 15(110 -1.&4
61 1,319 762 1,723 557 -961 4202 -126 01
62 1,054 875 709 179 166 17110 18&9
63 1,094 981 954 113 27 1003 207
64 1,107 928 935 179 -7 1602 -07
65 1,127 1,001 1,007 126 -7 1102 -$7
67 935 809 802 126 7 1305 08
68 875 795 809 80 -13 901 -106
70 948 709 861 239 152 2502 -21134
71 1,193 915 935 278 -20 2303 -202
72 1,080 1,087 -7 -100
74 1,100 1,054 1,014 46 40 4 .. 2 3(118
75 1,485 1,147 252 338 895 2208 78eO
76 928 921 762 6 159 e7 1703
77 855 835 888 19 -53 2(113 -603
78 1,405 1,246 1,253 159 -7 11lS3 -05
79 1,007 815 583 192 232 1901 2805
80 1,312 1,246 1,246 66 0 501 000
89 1,067 1,087 1,041 -20 46 -11)9 403
95 842 762 510 80 252 904 3300
97 1,399 1,186 1,167 212 20 1502 le7

102 1,114 1,027 1 86 -66 7(117 -604
270 948 908 769 40 139 4(111 1503
276 1,226 1,087 882 139 205 11 .. 4 1809
277 630 504 484 126 20 20(110 309
280 1,167 101 93 66 704 7
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